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WHITE CLASS
White, soft, watery, easily smashed –
match head size to full size. Pods will 
move through this class in 14-16 days.

YELLOW 1 CLASS
Very light yellow begins to replace white 
in the saddle area and progresses over 
white until the entire scraped area 
appears light yellow. Pods are spongy 
when pressed between thumb and 
forefinger. Pods will move through this 
class in 10-14 days.

YELLOW 2 CLASS
Dark yellow begins to replace light yellow 
in the saddle area and progresses over 
light yellow until the entire scraped area 
appears dark yellow. Pods are more rigid 
than yellow 1 and are becoming rough. 
In later stages, there is a crunchy sound 
as the pod is scraped. Pods will move 
through this class in 10-14 days.

ORANGE CLASS
Orange or brownish-orange begins to 
replace dark yellow in the saddle area 
and progresses over dark yellow until 
the entire scraped area appears rusty-
orange. Pods will move through this 
class in 12-14 days.

BROWN CLASS
Reddish-brown or brown 
begins to replace rusty-
orange in the saddlearea and 
progresses over rusty-orange 
until the entire scraped area 
appears reddish-brown or 
brown. Pods will move 
through this class in 
9-12 days.

BLACK CLASS
Black begins to replace reddish-brown or brown 
in the saddle area and progresses over reddish-brown 
or brown until the entire scraped area appears black. 
Pods will move through this class in 19-21 days.

DAYS UNTIL DIGGING     31       28        24        21       17       14        10        7          3
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